Chapter 01 Land & People

1) Southeast Asia; China; South China Sea
2) S; balcony of the Pacific
3) Red; Mekong; China
4) Indochina; China; the United States
5) King Lac Long Quan; Princess Au Co
6) Van Lang; Hung Vuong
7) Trieu Da; Nam Viet
8) the Le Dynasty; the Tran Dynasty; the Nguyen Dynasty

Chapter 02 Values & Attitudes

1) Confucian; Buddhist
2) family; community
3) social customs; nationalism; patriotism
4) colonial attitude
Chapter 03 Religion, Festivals, & Rituals

1) seventh; national religion
2) single eye; female cardinals
3) That Son mountain; Huynh Phu So
4) oneness; nature
5) ao dai
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1) D 2) B 3) C
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1) January 1 2) February 3 3) April 30 4) May 1
5) May 19 6) September 2 7) January/February
8) 15th day of the 7th lunar month, or any time in the second half of the month
9) 15th day of the 8th lunar month
10) 10th day of the 3rd lunar month

Chapter 04 The Vietnamese at Home

1

1) T 2) F 3) T
1) Cambodia; Thailand; India
2) fresh-baked; coffee
3) pork; chicken; beef
4) Mongolian hotpot; lau
5) rotten fish sauce; accompaniment
6) Empty your glass, 100 percent; Good health
7) chopsticks; teeth
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1) B    2) D

Chapter 06 Time Out

1) national holidays; traditional festivals
2) Quoc Ngu; Alexandre de Rhodes; 1945
3) Hanoi; grandiose monument
Chapter 07 Travel, Health, & Safety

1
1) hours; Ho Chi Minh City
2) mini-hotels; single family

2
1) T 2) F

3
2) Thuoc Bac (Northern Medicine); Thuoc Nam (Southern Medicine); spiritual healing.
3) Visual inspection; auditory perception; questioning the patient; taking the various pulses.

Chapter 08 Business Briefing

1
1) 1986; renovation
2) Hanoi; Ho Chi Minh City
3) cautious and circumspect; decisive and direct
Chapter 09 Communicating

1) *Quoc Ngu* (national language).
2) Mon-Khmer and Malayo-Polynesian languages.
3) *Nhan Dan* and *Quan Doi Nhan Dan* in Hanoi; *Giai Phong* in Ho Chi Minh City.

2)
1) twelve; twenty-seven; inflectional endings
2) one hundred; Nguyen; Pham
3) a family name; a personal or given name
4) 786; 67; Vietnam National Television